Abstract: A knowledge-based agent was designed and validated to optimally re-distribute control authority in a torpedo-shaped autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV). The objective is greater fault tolerance in AUVs on long deployments when an AUV is unexpectedly underactuated from a jammed control fin. The optimisation is achieved through a genetic algorithm (GA) that evaluates solutions based on a full non-linear analysis of the AUV dynamics and control. The AUV dynamics, hydrodynamics, and control have to be well known ahead of time. The agent is implemented on-board the AUV to provide timely re-assignment of the fin control authority (gains), underway, and consequently the mission can continue or a potential vehicle loss averted. The effectiveness of the agent is assessed through a parametric analysis that compares the response of the unexpectedly underactuated AUV with its initial gains against the optimised gains. The agent's greatest impact is in the event of a bow fin jam as the remaining three planes cannot depth-keep well without the agent.
Introduction
The autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) industry has undergone a renaissance in science, military, and commercial use as applicable technologies developed, costs have come down, and the user community has matured. AUVs are routinely used for longer and longer deployments.
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Examples of long deployment missions include mapping, searches, and surveys. For such missions the AUV covers large geographic areas to collect data through its on-board sensors (e.g., sonars). Ideally, mission lengths should be limited by vehicle endurance but operationally vehicles are often recovered well before that because of an unexpected event that requires operator intervention. This is not a viable option for long deployments.
To make AUVs truly autonomous, (i.e., able to operate for long periods without operator intervention) autonomy issues have to be addressed. It is desirable that the AUV have some level of autonomy for decision-making or problem-solving to address unexpected vehicle or mission issues as they arise. Mission autonomy is the ability to adapt a mission to unanticipated conditions in the environment or in-situ intelligence that can be exploited to perform the mission better. For example, in-situ measurements of the environment can be used to collect better sonar images. Vehicle autonomy addresses issues that increase a vehicle's fault tolerance so it can deal with an unanticipated vehicle event. An example of a fault is a fin jammed at an arbitrary deflection angle because of power, actuation, or control problems.
An AUV maintains stable attitude, depth, and trajectory through its control fins. When a control fin is not functional, the AUV may become underactuated, meaning it has fewer control actuators than desired degrees of freedom. This is an unanticipated underactuated condition as opposed to say, a rudder that is underactuated because it was not designed for manoeuvring in a high sea state. An unexpectedly underactuated fin's impact on a mission can be severe -the AUV loses control at worst or has compromised control at best (Cheng and Leonard, 1999) . If the AUV can be recovered the fin (or its actuator) can be repaired. In rare instances, depending on the extent of the jam, the fin configuration, and the control algorithm, control authority might be redistributed over the other functional fins. This is obviously not done underway. For an AUV on a long deployment a support ship may not be nearby and consequently, depending on the AUV fail-safes in such a situation, an AUV could be lost.
A redistribution of fin control authority, even in a controlled environment, is not a trivial task. This can occur when there is change in fin sizing or required mission functionality for the fins. The process involves initial dynamic and control studies followed by at-sea trials to iteratively tune the vehicle performance for operating conditions that cannot always be well simulated (e.g., in high sea states). Considerable effort is expended to ensure the vehicle is not unstable (e.g., porpoising) for all operating conditions given a set of fins gains.
The problem of underactuated autonomous vehicles has been studied for 25 years. The underactuated rigid body space craft was studied with regards to controllability and stability of spacecraft attitude as well as derived conditions with the necessary and sufficient conditions for controllability (Crouch, 1984) . As with an AUV, the underactuated space craft cannot be easily rescued. The area of AUV underactuation is divided into trajectory tracking in two or three-dimensions and, to a lesser extent, attitude control. Leonard (1995a Leonard ( , 1995b Leonard ( , 1995c Leonard ( , 1996 was the first to study underactuation in underwater vehicles based on the earlier work in space craft. Leonard does a fairly complete dynamic analysis on small amplitude oscillations subject to periodically varying external forcing on non-holonomic vehicles. From an understanding of the dynamics at small amplitudes and the prescribed control laws to remedy the underactuation, considerable insight was gained and set the foundation for the follow-on work of others (Perrault and Nahon, 1999) . The objective in underactuated AUV trajectory tracking is stability and convergence with a small tracking error. Non-linear controllers based on Lyapunov techniques have shown success (Aguiar and Hespanha, 2003) . This work was built on to design robust controllers that work in the presence of uncertainty in modelling inputs like the hydrodynamic damping. Methods like adaptive switching supervisory control and Lyapunov based techniques have been applied to ellipsoidal shaped AUVs (Aguiar, 2007) .
There is active experimental work that looks at using one translational and three attitude control actuators to achieve the same objectives for spherical AUVs with a robust controller (Baviskar et al., 2005) . More recent work has also been done in this area using an omni-directional (spherical) AUV (Smith et al., 2009 ) which provides insight into the underactuation problem by focussing on a vehicle with a simpler dynamic formulation. Hybrid control schemes are also employed where one controller deals with normal vehicle operation conditions and a different controller deals with extraordinary events like fin saturation. The work of Cheng and Leonard (1999) built on the work of Leonard for the case of torpedo-shaped AUVs with control fins jammed at arbitrary deflection angles. They use a combination sliding model mode control for normal operations and a separate method for handling fin deflection saturation. The vehicle studied had an × stern fin configuration. More recently, switched see-saw control has been used (Aguiar, 2007) for AUVs with some success.
This paper looks at the use of an on-board knowledge-based agent to mitigate an unexpectedly underactuated AUV. There are not as many applications of optimisation techniques to AUV dynamics problems but there are some (Driscoll et al., 2000) . The agent is also a good tool for assisting with the optimal gain assignment for new AUVs or AUVs with towbodies (Seto and Hopkin, 2008) or underwater hydrophone arrays (Eickstedt and Sideleau, 2009) since the presence of a tow places very different requirements on the fins compared to the case without a tow. The agent redistributes control authority in an unexpectedly underactuated AUV by suggesting an optimal redistribution of control authority among the other functional fins given the position the underactuated fin is in. The agent achieves this through a genetic algorithm (GA) that evaluates solutions based on a non-linear dynamics and control analysis of the AUV. This is necessary as the vehicle's attitude and fin deflections can be well out of the linear range. A well validated model of the AUV is used so there is a good understanding of the vehicle dynamics and hydrodynamics under closed-loop control.
This work reported herein studies a variety of underactuated fin configurations to assess how the AUV responds given the initial gains it starts a mission with. Then, the agent is applied to the underactuated condition to see whether optimal gain redistribution makes a difference in the AUV's ability to continue a mission or, at the least, have enough functionality to transit to a recovery point. The latter is the case of a critical failure where it is desirable to recover the vehicle and the on-board data. An example of a mission where an AUV has to be at a specific place for recovery is under ice and other situations where a ship can not get to it in a timely fashion.
The AUV studied here is on an underactuated torpedo-shaped AUV with a + (cruciform) stern fin configuration and two horizontal bow fins forward of amidship. The fins are governed by proportional integral differential (PID) controllers. Defence R&D Canada (DRDC) has vehicles that are of this configuration. The objective, here, is to develop an agent that could be implemented on-board an AUV's control computer. An on-board system will have limitations like computing resources. As well, since it is on-board, the agent can access the feedback fin deflections and vehicle attitudes so it can tell if a fin is jammed and consequently, can re-task gains underway -perhaps in a timely fashion to save a mission or at least the AUV. Only the pitch, roll, and depth degrees-of-freedom are studied here.
The next sections of the paper are organised as follows. Section 2 describes the AUV dynamics and control model which is used for the non-linear analysis of the AUV response. Section 3 goes into detail on the GA implementation and how the aforementioned non-linear analysis is used as the evaluation function. Section 4 describes the validation of the agent. Then, it analyses the different fin configurations and identifies where an agent might make a difference. Section 5 briefly describes other applications for this agent which are currently underway. Section 6 concludes with a few remarks.
AUV model used by the agent

AUV dynamics model
In model-based control a pole-zero analysis determines the stability of a system's controllers. With this method, a Laplace space model of the plant (vehicle) dynamics is constructed and used to describe the plant response to control measures. This assumes the plant is linear and has a closed, tractable analytical form in the description of its response to external perturbations. If the plant is non-linear then model-based control linearises the plant model about operating points and compares it against a full non-linear analysis. For the AUV studied, which is typical of torpedo-shaped AUVs, the equations of motions are coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs) which include the AUV static properties and control fin hydrodynamics and control. When the ODEs are integrated they provide a time history of the AUV's attitude and positions in response to commands. The ODEs are complex and non-linear. They can be acceptably linearised about single operating points providing operating conditions are not complex or changing rapidly (Van Luxemborg et al., 2008) . For the case of the unexpectedly underactuated AUV the vehicle response is in the non-linear range and large vehicle attitude changes are experienced. Model-based control does not provide a satisfactory result since it is no longer the case of small perturbations about an operating point. The full non-linear description has to be retained.
The AUV modelled in this study has two bow fins and a stern fin configuration that can be either Y, + or × form. The + tail fin configuration was chosen since it decouples control of the vertical and horizontal degrees of motions and simplifies the analysis.
The AUV dynamics and control model was designed, implemented, and validated (Seto and Watt, 1999) . based on the DRDC Theseus underwater vehicle (Thorliefson et al., 1997) used in arctic missions for laying cable under ice. The AUV equations of motion [equation (1)] for three rotational (yaw, pitch, roll) and three translational (Feldman, 1979) degrees of freedom are integrated. The notation used is shown in Figure 1 . 
X, Y and Z, are the external forces due to the added masses, hydrodynamics, statics and control fins. The control fin damping, natural frequency, and maximum rates are described with a second order model as part of the fin response, , , ,
bp bs ss r δ δ δ δ δ , to commanded deflections (where δ bp = bow port fin, δ ss = stern starboard fin, and δ r = rudder). K, M, and N are the moments of the external forces. For brevity, only the X external forces are detailed in equation (2) (ρ = water density, l = length, m = mass, W = weight, B = buoyancy, X prop = thrust). A more detailed description is available (Feldman, 1979) . 
AUV control model
The horizontal fins can be potentially used for pitch, roll, or depth control. Yaw (heading) control is achieved through the stern fins in the vertical plane. Both stern fins are deflected together and constitute δ r . For now, the potential of differentially deflecting stern fins in the vertical plane is not considered. For the case studied the bow fins are located close to the hydrodynamic centre. Consequently, bow fins do not provide much of a corrective pitch moment so they are not tasked in pitch control.
The fins are under closed-loop PID control. The corrective fin deflections to minimise the attitude and depth errors are determined by applying the PID gains matrix to the AUV state vector: [ , , , , , , , ] z z
(yaw, pitch, roll, yaw rate, pitch rate, roll rate, depth, and depth rate) as shown in equation (3). [ , , ] ψ θ φ are the Euler angles that relate the inertial frame axes to the body frame axes (Figure 1 ).
Genetic algorithm implementation
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are used to solve problems with objective functions that are not continuous, differentiable, or have a closed tractable form (Goldberg, 1989) . In such cases it is difficult to optimise the objective function. That is certainly the case for the problem here. The mission for the AUV is straight and level flight at constant speed and depth. When the AUV becomes underactuated if the decision is between transiting to a recovery point or to continue this mission then, dynamically the objective is to continue with roll and pitch set points at nominally zero so the on-board doppler velocity log can continue to be used for navigation and the depth set point can be maintained. Thus, the multiple objectives are to maintain minimal pitch error (Δθ), roll error (Δφ), and depth error (Δz) in light of the underactuation. The optimisation design variables or 'genes' are the elements of the gain matrix, [PID] . Non-linear analysis evaluation function, E, is applied to a given PID gains matrix, [PID] (Russell and Norvig, 2003) to generate better solutions and propagate the evolution of these better solutions by continuously choosing the best solutions to be the parent solutions. Poor solutions, as in nature with individuals, can also evolve and propagate for several generations. However, if sufficient generations are calculated poor solutions will not survive. A reasonable solution that minimises (or maximises) the objective function is an optimal solution. Often there are several objectives to optimise as in the case here.
The GA simulates the evolution of a [PID] solution towards the optimal one where the rule of 'survival of the fittest' is applied to a population of solutions. The steps in the GA implemented are as follows: 6 repeat Steps 3 to 6 until the termination criteria which, in this case, are based on the convergence of the fitness values.
The mutation rate is once every 2.5 generations. The agent was coded in C++.
Initialising the population
The most common way to generate a population is to randomly generate solutions within the range of interest. Once solutions are generated, apply equation (5) to them to determine their fitness. This initial population is used to span the solution space, A, from which the GA will do its search for optimal solutions. This procedure was followed for this study. Population sizes beyond 30 did not yield measurable improvement, consequently a population size of 30 was used.
Gain ranges
Ranges over which the gains are allowed to vary are imposed to confine the agent to look in certain regimes of the search space for good solutions. This is done so the agent does not spend unprofitable time looking in areas of the search space that are known to not yield solutions (explained below). A non-linear dynamics analysis is performed (a priori) to put bounds on the gains so the agent starts with gains in the right order of magnitude. From this non-linear analysis, gain ranges that saturate the fins are not used. Since this is an on-board agent efficient searches are a requirement. Such ranges are defined for every entry in a [PID] solution. In total, this means there are 5 fins × 8 states or 40 variables to optimise over. Since the focus is the vertical plane dynamics, the rudder deflections (δ rudder ) in equation (1) are not optimised which reduces the optimisable variables to 32 -still a formidable number of variables, especially for an on-board processor.
A priori conditions that were exploited to reduce the number of variables and subsequent search space include: 1 vehicle dynamics configurations -if bow fins are at the vertical centre of hydrodynamic forces -they can not contribute to pitch control, or, horizontal fins exert little influence in vehicle yaw control 2 familiarities with the behaviours of an AUV class or its variants 3 a jammed fins' gain ranges can be constrained to zero since the jammed fin will not respond 4 if it is not desired for the AUV to respond to the AUV motion rates.
These measures help to reduce the search space to a manageable size. Any of the 32 aforementioned variables that can be reduced so their range is 0 (or limited) contributes to a faster convergence on a good solution Examples used include zeroing:
1 the bow fins pitch gains 2 the bow fin and stern fin response to yaw or yaw rate.
These measures also help with the timeliness of a solution. If as a consequence of a fin jam a vehicle could not depth-keep there is a potential for a vehicle loss. It is desirable to have the AUV respond in a timely fashion to avert that.
Analysis
This section looks at the agent validation in a level flight manoeuvre under constrained conditions. Then, the validation under more general level flight case is studied followed by a jammed bow fin and finally, a jammed stern fin. The gain ranges that the agent varies over are contained between the two black squares for a given gain in a plot. For the jammed bow and stern fin case, the gains range is the same (as shown).
Other solutions to the underactuated AUV in the literature were reviewed earlier. The one that comes closest in performance to the work described here is sliding mode control with anti-windup for a saturated fin (Cheng and Leonard, 1999) . Their results are over a wider speed range. Their AUV is less than half the diameter of the one studied and their fin configuration is a Y as opposed to an +. Given all that, at 2 m/s (studied in both cases) the trends in their results are comparable to the case studied. The solution here deals with larger angle fin deflections better in terms of AUV attitude achieved. 
Validation in level flight
The validation of the agent was done against sea trials data collected with DRDC's Theseus AUV. The runs from that trial are in straight and level flight (nominally zero pitch and roll) at steady speed (2 m/s) and while holding depth. There is experimental attitude and depth data and as well as the fins' gains, [PID] . This is what the agent validation, in level flight, will be compared against. As mentioned earlier, tuning the gains is an iterative process that takes several days of at-sea time. The gains that were constrained to zero in the experiment remained so during the GA application. The agent then determines the magnitude of the gains with non-zero ranges.
The agent gains and their comparison to the experimental case are summarised in Figure 2 . The agent agrees roll and depth-keeping should be performed with bow fins. The agreement is fairly good between the at-sea tuned gains values on the actual vehicle and the agent predictions. This is also a testament to the hydrodynamic and dynamics model in the evaluation function being accurate. Note, the port and starboard gains for the bow fins in roll and the stern fins in pitch are very close. This is expected. However, no such symmetry condition was imposed. The agent converged on this because it is the optimal solution. For jammed fins the situation will be anything but symmetrical. The depth gains are a little different but the actual AUV was not tuned to achieve the fastest depth possible to begin with. The agent provides an upper limit for the depth gain that can be used in the bow fins. This good agreement shows the agent has a good understanding of the AUVs capabilities and how best to task it. The agent converged fairly quickly (ten generations) on the final solution. Although not shown, the attitudes and depths resulting from the gains predicted from the agent are not appreciably different from those measured at-sea using the manual tuned gains. Figure 2 shows the initial and optimal gains as well as the ranges that they were allowed to vary over.
More general level flight case
What does the agent recommend if all the gains (other than pitch response in bow fins) are given non-zero ranges to work within? The results for this are shown in Figure 3 . The agent divides control authority for depth between the bow and stern fins. The stern fins can indeed be used to help with depth-keeping through pitching of the vehicle. While that is not the most efficient way to depth-keep, in the event of jammed fins it may be necessary. Given bow fins are not to respond to pitch, the agent has assigned all pitch authority to the stern fins and given them almost the same values as in Figure 2 . In Figure 3 , the agent also distributes roll control between bow and stern fins since it was not directed to do otherwise. The moment arm for roll control in the stern fins is not as good as that in the bow fins based on the separation between the centre span of the stern fins. Consequently, roll control is allocated to both sets of fins.
What is useful is the non-zero terms for the contributions of the differential/rate terms for pitch, roll, and depth rate specifically, the sign. Often these terms are constrained to zero since then can cause instability if used incorrectly. The attitudes and depths achieved with these gains are only slightly different (not shown) from the gains originally used in Figure 2 . They are noisier, due to the inclusion of the rate terms.
Through the validation, the agent provides the optimal solution under well understood experimental situations. It is likely providing optimal solutions under more complex situations like with jammed fins.
AUV response with jammed fins
While it is useful to use an agent to optimise gains for existing vehicles to obtain optimal ones, a better use is in the event of an unexpectedly underactuated fin. An on-board agent could help make decisions, as part of fault tolerance measures, for the vehicle. It recommends the optimal, or best [PID] , given the jammed fin angle. To assess the agent's effectiveness in dealing with jammed fins a parametric analysis was performed for the AUV in straight and level flight. The results are summarised in Figures 4 and 5. A fin is jammed at an arbitrary angle and the AUV response in pitch, roll, and depth with both its initial (red plot) and agent recommended (black plot) gains are compared with the pitch, roll, and depth set points (commanded values) unchanged (the usual case). The range of fin jams is from -24 to +24 degrees since the fins deflect from -25 to +25 degrees. The parametric analysis looks at only one jammed fin at a time -a port bow fin (Figure 4 ) and then a port stern fin ( Figure 5 ). The set point in all cases is also plotted (blue plot). The trends and behaviours that the GA recommended gains create sensibly exploit the strengths of the vehicle. For example, it understands that bow fins are better for depth-keeping and stern fins for pitch-keeping and then accordingly tasks the fins.
Effectiveness of agent in a port bow fin jam
The initial gains assigned to the AUV provide acceptable performance for bow fin jams in roll and pitch for small jammed fin deflection angles.
Figure 4(a) shows the agent consistently achieves better pitch with an agent than without it though they are small improvements on small numbers. This is not unexpected as the bow fins are not located to contribute much to pitch-keeping to begin with. The small improvements in pitch are due to more optimal gains in the stern fins since these are the only fins that can pitch-keep. Figure 4(b) shows that the roll is also improved consistently. The GA gains generally task the star board fin with depth-keeping as much as possible (since bow fins depth-keep best) and cancelling the roll moment from a jammed port fin through the stern planes. The starboard stern fin does increasingly more roll-keeping with increase jam angle than the port stern fin. The agent benefits the jammed bow fin most in the case of depth-keeping. The agent consistently achieves better depth-keeping as shown in Figure 4 (c). The stern planes assist the remaining good bow fin with depth-keeping. At fin jam angles of -12, -18, and -24 degrees what is significant is the agent slows down the descent of the AUV as summarised in Table 1 . At very large jam angles the agent can no longer stop the AUV altogether but it slows it down considerably. 
Effectiveness of agent in a port stern fin jam
Clearly, jammed stern fins are more critical than jammed bow fins (red plots in Figure 5 ). In the case of a jammed stern fin, the agent has assigned most of the depth-keeping and some roll-keeping to the bow planes and has very high pitch gains for the starboard stern fin. The GA optimal gains maintain depth-keeping over roll-keeping for the bow fins. Due to the bow fins optimising for depth control and the remaining stern fin optimising for pitch there is consequently very little roll authority left in any of the remaining fins to maintain roll so high roll angles are seen [Figure 5(b) ]. With an agent, there is a notable decrease in roll angles with roll decreases of up to three degrees [Figure 5(b) ]. Agent effectiveness is less at high jam angles in roll since the hydrodynamics of a fin at high angle of attack cannot be easily compensated. Since only stern fins can pitch-keep and there is no way for the bow fins to compensate so high pitch angles are seen. The agent actually increases the pitch angle at the cost of reducing the roll [ Figure 5(a) ]. Pitch angles are as high as -5 degrees. The depth-keeping is consistently improved with the agent [Figure 5(c) ]. However, the stern fins do not efficiently depth-keep to begin with so the impact of a stern fin jam on depth-keeping is not dramatic.
Current work
The underactuated fin agent is slated for further in-water testing in July 2010 -with jammed fins.
The non-linear analysis for the AUV response occurs at eight times real-time. With the inclusion of the GA as a part of the agent the time to obtain a solution is about three times real time. These are reasonable responses for an on-board agent to respond in a timely manner. Encouraged by the good results, the next trials will implement the agent on-board the AUV.
A promising application of this agent is towards determining gains on an AUV that is towing. A towing AUV is usually small and has just enough power and fins control authority to tow as opposed to a surface ship that has abundant power, depth and attitude-keeping (through buoyancy) as required by the tow. When the AUV is not towing it is lightly loaded so the tow does not impose additional depth, roll or pitch-keeping requirements on the fins or propulsion system. Under tow, the AUV has to rebalance for large external (to the AUV) loads. Work on this is underway on towing AUVs to assess the effectiveness of the agent.
Follow-on work with the agent incorporates the feedback attitude and depth to assist with fin control authority re-distribution. Agent effectiveness is also assessed for an AUV in a sea state and in the event a fin is torn off.
Conclusions and recommendations
In the case of long mission deployments it is desirable to have the AUV continue or finish the mission if a change in fin gains makes it possible. In the case of a severely compromised AUV, the goal is to have the AUV transit to a recovery point. The ultimate objective is a more fault tolerant vehicle and thus greater platform autonomy.
An agent was developed and validated to optimally re-distribute control to the AUV controls fins in the event one fin becomes jammed at an arbitrary angle. Choosing the control gains for the control fins of an AUV is an iterative and labour intensive process that may or may not yield an optimal gains' matrix. As well, such gains normally apply to only one operating configuration (for e.g., full deflection available on all fins, no variation in AUV loading due to towing or sea state, etc.). The work here investigates the use of a knowledge based agent that uses a GA to optimally choose control gains for the AUV control fins, while underway, in the event of a fin jam.
Minimal requirements for the agent, in order of priority are good understanding of the AUVs hydrodynamic coefficients (hull and control fins), geometrical characteristics like placement of the fins, dimensions of the vehicle, and the vehicle centres of gravity and buoyancy. Knowledge of the hydrodynamic coefficients is not unreasonable as they would be required as part of the design criteria for the vehicle. Only pitch, roll, and depth are examined here.
In the event of a bow fin jam the agent's effectiveness is most apparent in depthkeeping. For some jam angles, the agent can keep the AUV from changing depth in the water column when it is told to hold depth. It uniformly decreases pitch and roll angle errors. In the event of a stern fin jam the agent increases the pitch angles at the expense of maintaining small roll and depth errors. It reduces the AUV roll angles at small to medium jam angles. The results are overall quite encouraging.
Further work is ongoing with this agent to assess its utility in AUVs that tow and that operate in a sea state.
